




Watch: Closing arguments in Karen Read's murder trial 

Read's lawyers have another theory: That O'Keefe walked into 34 Fairview Road that 

morning and was viciously beaten, attacked by the homeowners' dog, and left to die in a 

blizzard. They say Read was framed in a conspiracy meant to protect a well-connected 

local family, and that law enforcement officials were in on the coverup. 

ADVERTISEMENT: 

Though the jury's verdict remains undecided, several legal experts who spoke with 

Boston.com ahead of closing arguments agreed: For better or for worse, Read's trial has 

left a lasting impression. 

"The entire case is unusual from my perspective - John O'Keefe is not the typical victim 

and Karen Read is not the typical defendant," attorney Katherine Loftus said in an email 

interview. She pointed specifically to Read's unprecedented media campaign and 

accusations of a coverup and "lazy police work." 

"It is truly a story that would not be believed if it was written as fiction," Loftus added. "I 

expect that this trial will cause divisions and arguments amongst friends and families 

for many years to come." 

Legal experts' takeaways on the trial 

Daniel Medwed, a criminal law professor at Northeastern University, noted the growing 

public fascination in Read's case. 

"It seems to have morphed from largely a local story to one with national 

reverberations," he said in an email interview. "I think the unique ingredients of the case 

- the death of a police officer, claims of a vast law enforcement cover-up, the prospect

of a woman on trial, and the ample forensic and technological evidence - has created

an enticing stew that almost everyone wants to consume."

ADVERTISEMENT: 





would be behaving in that way, or making comments that had that tone to them," 

Cavallaro noted. 

What evidence will matter most to jurors? 

Cavallaro said she was also struck by the dispute over the timestamp for witness Jennifer 

McCabe's "hos long to die in cold" Google search. 

ADVERTISEMENT: 

McCabe told jurors she made the search at Read's insistence shortly after the women 

found O'Keefe's body around 6 a.m. on Jan. 29, 2022. Two digital forensics experts, 

Jessica Hyde and Ian Whiffin, testified that McCabe's phone data puts the "hos long" 

search at 6:24 a.m. 

But a defense expert, Richard Green, testified that McCabe made the search "at or 

before" 2:27 a.m. that day. Hyde and Whiffin both said the earlier timestamp actually 

indicates when McCabe first opened the browser tab. 

"The average juror doesn't have any insight of their own," Cavallaro said. "The whole 

basis for expert testimony is that it's a subject matter that's beyond the average juror. 

That the average juror has to say, 'OK, which of these experts seems to me to know what 

they're doing?"'

Medwed, meanwhile, speculated the crash data and geolocation evidence might weigh 

heavily on jury deliberations, "both in terms of the defendant's location at precise times 

and the ability of the technology to place Officer O'Keefe in specific locations!' 





predicted. "How each side presents its arguments, first the lawyers in court and then the 

jurors in the sacred secrecy of jury deliberations, will determine the outcome;' 

How will Karen Read's trial end? 

Either way, Weinberg noted, "I doubt a fast verdict!' 

According to Loftus, the length of the trial plays into the decision-making process. 

"In addition to that, the case has become a lightning rod in the greater community, and 

it is hard to imagine that the same is not happening in the jury room," Loftus said. "I 

anticipate we will know rather quickly whether they are struggling to come to a 

unanimous verdict - either they return swiftly, or alternatively, if the verdict takes 

longer, it often is an indication that the jurors cannot agree." 

The upcoming Fourth of July holiday may also mean jurors are antsy to reach a decision 

sooner than later, she noted. 

Still, the jury's ultimate decision is anyone's guess. 

Medwed, who weighed in before the defense rested its case, said one possibility is a split 

or "compromise" verdict where Read is convicted on some charges but acquitted on 

others. Read has pleaded not guilty to charges of second-degree murder, motor vehicle 

manslaughter while driving under the influence, and leaving the scene of a collision 

causing injury and death. 

ADVERTISEMENT: 

"I would be mildly surprised if she's convicted on all charges given the holes in the case, 

but I may be wrong," Medwed added. 

There's no possibility that Read will be convicted of second-degree murder at this point, 

Loftus opined. While she acknowledged there's a "small chance" Read could be found 

guilty of the manslaughter charge, she said this outcome is also unlikely. 








